How do I request a Google Consumer App or Marketplace App be made available?

Tell Me

1. To request a Google Consumer App or Google Marketplace App be made available to the UNC Charlotte community, click Request New App from the Service Catalog.
2. Once the Office of OneIT receives this request:
   a. Google Admins, Security and Client Engagement review requests at the beginning of the month.
   b. This team looks at need, cost, customer reviews and security considerations.
   c. If no concerns, team will test to validate performance.
   d. If all goes well, app will be approved and requester notified.

⚠️ If there is a cost for the consumer app, the requesting department should be prepared to pay for that cost.

Related FAQs

- How do I fix a shortcut to a Google Drive shared folder?
- What Google Workspace (formerly G Suite) Apps are available at UNC Charlotte?
- What browser should I use to access Google services, including Gmail and Google Calendar?
- How do I request a Google Consumer App or Marketplace App be made available?
- What upcoming Google Workspace (formerly G Suite) changes should I know about?